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	Abstract: When creating a test program set for a Unit Under Test (UUT), a sweep of signals is used to stimulate a circuit board, while probing several test points on that board. The specific board responses for each of those signals are captured, creating an understanding of what a faulty output signal will be. This is done repetitively until a test program set is created that best highlights all known faults for that specific board. The process of stimulating the board to capture these fault profiles and create a test program set for a specific UUT can take to 5 years to develop.   The Automatic Test Sequence Generator allows for these test program sets to be created automatically, creating a large impact on schedule, budget, and accurate fault coverage. This diagnostic tool automatically generates an optimal set of stimulus signal specific to a UUT, which singles out faults and removes ambiguity groups. The system creates a candidate set of stimulus signals that are run through a classification process, where the UUT is simulated utilizing its fault models. From this classification process, best candidate signals are chosen and evolved by mixing and retaining characteristics of previous candidate signals. This process is continuously repeated until a set of optimal stimulus signals are created that best detects and isolates faults for that specific UUT.  The Automatic Test Sequence Generator has reached a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 4, after being validated in a laboratory environment. An analog circuit board, with ten fault options, was modeled, created and tested on. A system comprising of an NI compact RIO (reconfigurable inputs and outputs) system was used to output the set of optimal stimulus signals generated from ATSG, in place of what would normally be a TPS controlling ATE assets (such as IO pins, tolerances, limits, timing, delays, signal generators, etc). The compact RIO then reads in the response from the UUT and used its diagnostic algorithms to detect and isolate each of the faults within the analog board. Moving forward, the team plans to prove whether the technique will scale on highly-integrated, real-world circuit cards. 


